Abstract-The transient behavior of a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell System (PEMFCS) under an efficient Adaptive Predictive Control with Robust Filter (APCWRF) is analyzed. This control scheme is tested to evaluate its performance when sudden changes in the load occur. It is produced by the demands of the electric motor of a hybrid vehicle, powered by a PEMFC and a supercapacitor bank to fulfil Standard Driving Cycles. The objective of the proposed advanced strategy is to control the oxygen excess ratio in the cathode to improve the system efficiency and to ensure a safe operation for the PEM. Several results through a simulation environment are presented. They are useful for showing the potentiality of the APCWRF for the proposed exigent scenarios .
I. INTRODUCTION
Fuel Cell Hybrid Vehicles (FCHV) are considered the most attractive long-term option for passenger cars. Hybridization in FCHV consists in adding a supplementary energy storage system (e.g., a battery and/or a supercapacitor bank) to the primary power source (i.e., the fuel cell) in order to adequate optimally the energy generation to the consumption. This procedure has important advantages, allowing a greater reduction of the hydrogen consumption.
Some works have appeared for Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell Systems (PEMFCS) connected to diverse electric motors devices [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Recently, in [6] has been presented a preliminary plantwide control structure for the process of hydrogen production from bio-ethanol to be used in a PEMFCS, accounting only steady-state information.
The focus of this paper is on controlling indirectly the PEMFCS net power output, which is considered as a performance variable. Therefore, the control problem discussed here consists on the regulation of the air (i.e. oxygen) supply to the fuel cell cathode, which is the controlled variable, even though a wide range of load disturbances. The optimal value of the compressor motor voltage, V CM , (manipulated variable) which maximizes the PEMFCS net power, P net at each level of stack current is adopted from [7] .
In this paper, it is specifically designed an APCWRF combined with a feedforward action for improving the regulation behavior when the disturbances are produced according to four standard and well known driving cycles requirements. Finally, several results are presented through a simulation setup, which are developed to show the behavior of a fuel cell hybrid vehicle working under these speed profiles, representing urban and highway scenarios. These tests are widely used in the literature because they are helpful to rigourously evaluate the performance and emissions of vehicles [8] .
II. THE MODEL
The models of fuel cell systems describe quantitatively the physical and electrochemical phenomena that take place into the cells. In spite of having many models that study the cells in stationary state there are few dynamic models. In the work of Pukrushpan et al. [9] a dynamic model for PEMFCS that is suitable for the control study has been developed. The model captures the transitory behavior of the air compressor, the gasses filling dynamics (in the cathode and in the anode), and the effect of the membrane humidity. These variables affect the cell voltage and, therefore, the efficiency and the output power. The polarization curve in this model is a function of the hydrogen and oxygen partial pressures, the stack temperature and the membrane water content. This allows to evaluate the effect of variations of oxygen concentration and membrane humidity in the output voltage, which are necessary to make the control during transitory operation.
The model in [9] contains four main subsystems that interact with each other: i) the FC voltage subsystem, ii) the membrane hydration subsystem, iii) the cathode flow subsystem, and iv) the anode flow subsystem. The spatial variation of parameters is not considered and, thus, they are treated as lumped parameters. On the other hand, the time constants of the electrochemical reactions are in the order of mag 
III. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION
The control problem discussed in the present work focuses on the regulation of the air (i.e. oxygen) supply to the cathode. The oxygen excess ratio λ O2 can be defined as the ratio between the flow oxygen entering the cathode and the flow oxygen that reacts,
, it is concluded that there is an optimal oxygen excess ratio that produces a maximum net power for each current. Consequently, the compressor motor voltage, ν opt CM , which maximizes the stack net power, P max net can be approximated by the following expression:
However, usual control problems associated with feed-forward action such as offset existence occurred.
Other important issue to be considered is that when the current demand from the vehicle suddenly increases, the oxygen consumption in the cathode increases too producing that the oxygen partial pressure drops. The accompanying drop in the FC voltage may lead to a short circuit and/or membrane damage. The phenomenon is known as oxygen starvation. To prevent this from happening, the air supply must be promptly increased to replenish the cathode with oxygen. Also, the hydrogen supplied to the anode must be quickly adjusted to ensure a minimal pressure difference across the FC membrane. A similar control of the FC system is required during a sudden drop in the stack current.
A. Adaptive Predictive Control with Robust Filter (APCWRF)
The control structure used here involves a commutation between a linear time-varying robustness filter (RF) in the feedback path of the control loop and an adaptive predictive controller (APC) (Fig. 1) . The decision of which of both modes has to work is based on specific indicators deeply described in [10] . They are closely related to the operation conditions, which are checked every sampling time.
The strategy is developed in a modular way composed by two stages. First, the APC provides good asymptotic performance. Second, the adaptive predictive robustness filter APRF is applied if APC is unable to provide a good performance when sudden changes take place.
The predictive controller structure, when there is no constraints, can be obtained by minimizing the energy criterion in (2) applied at every step k.
where e(k) is a tracking error between a desired trajectory y r (k) and the predicted system outputŷ(k) evaluated on a so-called prediction horizon [ An online adaptation of the linear FIR (3) can be done by using any recursive least square algorithm. Note that this adaptation also updates (2). This control policy is called APC. On the other hand, if the FIR model is parameterized aŝ
In this case, the plant-model mismatchˆ g(i) is adapted rather than the completed FIR model. This model structured generates the control policy known as APRF.
Finally, both control methodologies has been suitably synchronized as it is shown in Fig. 1 
B. Energy Management Strategy (EMS)
In the FCHV in study, the powertrain is composed by the PEMFCS and an Energy Storage System (ESS) composed by a supercapacitor bank in order to increase the efficiency of the integrated system (Fig. 2) . Therefore, the hydrogen economy can be improved through hybridization. In this work, the power split between the PEMFCS and the ESS to power the FCHV is done through an Energy Management Strategy (EMS) based on the knowledge of the efficiency map of fuel cell and the state of charge on the supercapacitor bank.
The EMS operates the FCS preferably in its point of maximum efficiency in order to improve the hydrogen economy [13] . The operating point of the FCS is determined based on the the actual power demand and the state of energy of the ESS. The FCS power command is determined according to the following rules. If the load power is
and, the SoE is
where P f cs, hi is
and X f cs, hi is a fraction of the maximum F CS power; then, the F CS is operated in its point of maximum efficiency:
The remaining power to achieve the load demand flows from the ESS if P load (k) > P f cs, max ef f (discharging mode): (9) or flow to the ESS if P load (k) < P f cs, max ef f (charging mode): If the load power is
and the SoE is
then, the FCS is operated in load following mode:
and P ess (k) is as indicated in (10) or (9) . On the other hand, if
then, the FCS is operated at its maximum power:
and P ess (k) is as indicated in (9) . If, on the contrary
then, the FCS is operated at its lower operating point:
and P ess (k) is as in (10) . Additionally, if
, and, SoE(k) > SoE hi with k > k 2 , then, the FCS is turned off to avoid unnecessary hydrogen consumption because the parasitic losses in the FCS. The operation of the EMS is shown in Fig. 3 where can be distinguished four operating zones. 
IV. APPLICATION RESULTS
The proposed control structure have been tested with four standard driving cycles: the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) (also known as Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS)), the Federal Test Procedure (FTP), and the Highway Fuel Economy Cycle (HWFET). To illustrate the results, Fig. 4 to 9 show the results using NEDC cycle.
The calculation of the power that the vehicle demands is done exploiting a detailed model of the FCHV developed using ADVISOR. The toolbox ADVISOR (ADvanced VehIcle SimulatOR) has been developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory with the aim of analyzing the performance and fuel economy of conventional, electric, and hybrid vehicles [14, 15] . The FCHV in study corresponds to the parameters of a small vehicle described in Table I with vehicle total mass of 1380 kg. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the power bus, which is the required power to the DC bus to fulfil the NEDC cycle shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 5 , it is also shown the evolution of the net fuel cell power and the supercapacitor power in accordance to the energy management strategy described in Section III-B. The supercapacitor SoE variation, as a result of the bidirectional supercapacitor power flow, is shown in Fig. 6 . It is remarkable that it is possible to meet the load power in the four driving cycles with a 15−kW FCS that is significantly lower to the corresponding in the pure fuel cell case with no hybridization (37.5 kW ), an advantage that is translated in a reduction in the production costs. This is possible thanks to the ESS power assistance and the proposed energy management strategy.
On the other hand, in Fig. 7 , it can be seen how the EMS switches the zones according to control algorithm previously described and the load requirements. The manipulated variable, the compressor motor voltage, is also plotted in Fig. 8 . Finally, in Fig. 9 can be seen than almost perfect control is achievable for the air supply flow compared to the optimal setpoint and trajectory, which shows that the control objective is satisfactorily fulfilled.
V. CONCLUSIONS
From the simulated results is concluded that the improved APCWRF combined with feed-forward action is able to give a good alternative control structure 
